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Studying the Legality, Economic Cost and Benefit
Analysis of Modi Government’s Demonetization
AKRAMA JAVED1

ABSTRACT
This article deals with the Economic Analysis (based on Cost-Benefit) of Modi
Government’s Demonetization. A Cost-Benefit analysis has been done on aspects like
vetting Black Money, changing of tax figures, the menace of counterfeit currency, effect
on GDP, inflation, digitization, ease of doing business, change in interest rates and
unemployment. Primarily focusing on the latter, the article also goes on to explain the
term ‘Demonetization’, it’s history in India, procedure, implementation and legality of
the same through the analysis of various case laws, judgements, notifications and
ordinances. In the light of all above, a conclusion is drawn analyzing the success or
failure of the 2016 Demonetization in India.

I. INTRODUCTION TO GOVERNMENT’S UNEXPECTED DEMONETIZATION POLICY
On 8th November, 2016, the BJP led NDA government under the leadership of PM, Narendra
Modi and Finance Minister, Arun Jaitely took a decision for the Demonetization 2 of Indian
currency notes of denomination of Rs. 1000 and Rs. 500. This policy, which was enforced
overnight took the nation by surprise. The very next day, one could see unending long queues
outside banks, petrol pumps, ATMs etc.
The move was so quick, without any information in the public domain that it ended up
creating confusion and chaos3 in the Indian economic setup. It affected everyone from the
riches to the people from the marginalized section, from corrupt government officers to
swanky business persons, from a regular teashop owner to even MPs and MLAs.
Primary reasons as given by the political and economic pundits included the retrieval of black
money appropriated through corruption. It is important to note that this money (in the form of
demonetized bills of denominations of Rs. 1000 and Rs. 500) circulating in the market

1

Author is a student at Gujarat National Law University, Gandhinagar, Gujarat, India.
Amartya Lahiri, The Great Indian Demonetization, Vol. 32 No. 1 THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES,
55-74.
3
David Keohane, “The Curse of Indian Cash Scrapping”, Financial Times, November 21, 2016,
https://ftalphaville.ft.com/2016/11/21/2180031/the-curse-of-indian-cash-scrapping/.
2
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amounted to about 86%4 of all the money in the economy. Holders of such demonetized
currency were given until 31 December 2016, to exchange their demonetized bills with the
new currency that was injected in the market.

II. HISTORY OF DEMONETIZATION IN INDIA
Demonetization5 is the act of stripping a currency of its value as a legal tender. The current
form of monetary unit is taken away from the economy and is stripped of its value. New form
of currency is introduced in the economy with changes as specific to coins, notes,
denominations etc. The same has been performed throughout the history in various nations.
This was not the first time that the country was taken aback because of such sudden
Demonetization policy. The same has been done in past two instances dating back to 1946
and 1978. Once, during the British regime and again during the Congress government under
PM Morarji Desai.
In 1946, the currency notes of Rs. 1000 and Rs. 10000 were demonetized and removed from
circulation. The effect of such Demonetization didn’t really affect the individuals because the
demonetized currency was of high notes. However, both the notes were remonetized in 1954.
Again, Demonetization took place in 1978 under the Congress government. This time
government banned the currency with denomination Rs. 1000, Rs. 5000 and Rs. 10000 out of
circulation. This Demonetization was of currency with high denomination specifically to
tackle the issue of black money in the country. The move was confidential 6 just like the 2016
Demonetization. The legality of these policies has been dealt in detail further in the paper.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The article is a doctrinal research primarily basing the arguments, assertion and reasoning on
secondary empirical data collected from various areas of study including statistics of various
monetary institutions, RBI reports, media house reports, RTI filings, laws, notifications, and
other forms of data. The paper tends to understand Demonetization in the light of various
economic and mathematical tools by accessing such empirical and quantifiable data. The data
collected through various statistics report is then used to make an analysis of the cost and
benefit of such largescale economic activity in terms of both macroeconomic and
Justin Rowlatt, “Why india wiped out 86% of its cash overnight”, BBC News, November 14, 2016,
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-37974423.
5
BILL CROSS, DOLLAR DEFAULT: HOW THE FEDERAL RESERVE AND THE GOVERNMENT BETRAYED YOUR
TRUST 15–16 (ISBN 9781475261080. 2012).
6
Banerjee, Abhijit, and Namrata Kala, The Economic and Political Consequences of India’s Demonetization,
October 14, 2019, https://voxdev.org/topic/institutions-political-economy/economic-and-political-consequencesindia-sdemonetisation.
4
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microeconomic paradigm so as to ascertain how the same affected both the GDP (of the
country at macro level) and an individual’s economic vulnerability at the micro level.

IV. OBJECTIVES OF DEMONETIZATION
Though various reasons were given by the government for such policy intervention, (1), (2)
and (4) given below, deal with the primary noted set of reasons given just when the policy
was announced. Reason (3) was given later on by the government.
Firstly, it would help in seizing any money appropriated by corrupt practices falling in the
category of undeclared income. This would help strengthening the economy manifold. Any
money that had been in the form of cash-in-advance accumulated through various corrupt
practices could be vetted out. This would help in retrieving money stacked by corrupt
government officials, businessmen and politicians hiding undeclared money in such monetary
denominations. Besides mitigating corruption and dealing with the ills of black money, such
nationwide activity was also believed to help curb terror funding 7, restrict the benami
transactions and money laundering activities such as hawala system. It was also claimed that
this can help formalize the taxation policy of India thereby formalizing the unorganized
sector which comprises of the major part of Indian economy.
Second reason, that seemed more pragmatic, intended to solve the problem of counterfeit
currency circulating in the economy. This second motive, which seemed laudable and worth
the praise, aimed at a smaller target because estimates from the Indian Statistical Institute had
suggested that the counterfeit currency accounted for only 0.025 of the currency in circulation
as reported in Chauhan8 2016.
2014-2015
Denomination

2015-2016

No. of

Notes in

No. of Counterfeit

Notes in

Counterfeit

Circulation

Notes

Circulation

Notes
Rs. 500

273,923

13,128,000,000

261,695

15,707,000,000

Rs. 1000

131,190

5,612,000,000

143,099

6,326,000,000

(1) Table: Denomination wise counterfeit currency in circulation that has been
7

Shiv Kumar Dogra & Navdeep Saxena, Impact of Demonetization on Terror Funding in
India: An Overview, 8 Indian J.L. & Just. 76 (2017).
8
Rahul Tripathi, “Secret study pegs value of fake note currency in circulation at Rs. 400 crores”, Economic
Times, 13 July, 2018, https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/secret-study-pegs-value-of-fakenotes-in-circulation-at-rs-400-crore/articleshow/55424455.cms?from=mdr. (hereinafter “Rahul Tripathi”)
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detected by banking system. (Number of pieces)
Note: Figures in parentheses are percentage to total counterfeit notes detected.
Source: RBI Annual Report9, various years.
In subsequent days, other reasons were added to better the entire credibility of objectives
behind the Demonetization exercise. It was said that the Demonetization was in the very first
place intended to push India towards a modern digitized economy, which would be less
reliant on cash. More digitized payments 10 would bring a larger share of the informal Indian
economy into the organized and formal sector. The result of which is evident today with the
mushrooming of various digital payments platform including Paytm, Google Pay, PhonePe
and BHIM UPI app among others. In a subtle way, by forcing people to convert their old cash
into the new currency through the banking system, it was both bringing unaccounted money
into the economy so that taxation policy could be more efficiently aligned and the digital
footprints so created by individual economic participation would track money spending and
hence a new parameter would be induced that would help in better policy making.
Previously, a series of earlier efforts to curb such illicit activities have been made, including,
the creation of the Special Investigative Team (SIT) in the 2014 budget, the Black Money and
Imposition of Tax Act 2015, Benami Transactions Act 2016, the information exchange
agreement with Switzerland, changes in the tax treaties with Mauritius, Cyprus and Singapore
and the Income Disclosure Scheme. Hence, it was claimed that Demonetization would reduce
such illegal activities.

V. PROCEDURE FOR EXCHANGE OF OLD NOTES
The Reserve Bank of India laid down a detailed procedure for the exchange of the
demonetized banknotes with new Rs.500 and Rs.2000 banknotes of the Mahatma Gandhi
New Series. It was notified that citizens will have until 30 December 2016 to tender their old
banknotes at any office of the RBI or any bank branch and credit the value into their
respective bank accounts. Cash withdrawals from bank accounts will be restricted to Rs.10,
000 per day and Rs.20,000 per week from 9 November 2016 till 24 November 2016. For
immediate cash needs, the old banknotes of value up to Rs.4000 per person can be exchanged
from 10 November 2016 by filling up a requisition form along with a valid ID proof. All
ATMs will dispense bank notes of only Rs. 50 and Rs. 100 denominations.
9

MONETARY AND CREDIT INFORMATION REVIEW, Issue 10 Vol. XII, Denomination-wise Counterfeit
Notes Detected in the Banking System (April to March), (Aug 29, 2016), https://m.rbi.org.in/Scripts/AnnualRep
ortPublications.aspx?Id=1181.
10
William D. Lastrapes, The Costs and Benefits of Eliminating Currency, 38 Cato J. 503 (2018).
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VI. ECONOMIC COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS11
1. BENEFIT OR COST
a) Seizing Black12 Wealth through various methods
Demonetization by the very effect of it, rendered about 86.4% of money in the economy
useless, only to be replaced by new currency. In various reports by leading institution
including the likes World Bank, it had been time and again cited that India’s parallel
economy comprised of about 25% of its GDP. Nonetheless, after Demonetization, it was
reported in RBI’s statistics only that it had been unsuccessful in collecting just about 1.04%
of this demonetized currency (this raises question on the prediction of Government that a lot
of money pegged at about 25% won’t be returned and hence would be declared as black
money13, relieving RBI of its guarantee). Out of the total invalidated money value of about
Rs. 15.44 lakh crore only Rs. 16000 crores were not returned. In addition to this, money on
conducting this Demonetization exercise including the printing of new notes was about Rs.
2100014 crores. In the very essence of this we can evidently deduce how futile this whole
programme has been.

1%
1
2

(1) Not collected money of all the
demonetized amount (Rs. 16000
crores)
(2) Collected money of the
demonetized amount (Rs. 15.44
lakh crores)

99%

(2) Pie Chart: Total amount of Demonetized currency retrieved.
Note: The data has been collected from RBI reports as cited in leading newspapers.
b) Effect on Tax and Revenue Collection
Demonetization15 very much increased the taxpayers base in India. Further, schemes like IDS
11

Charan Singh, India Since Demonetization, Working Paper No. 567 (March 2018), https://www.iimb.ac.in/
sites/default/files/2018-06/Demonetization.pdf.
12
Central Board of Direct Taxes, “Black Money,” Indian Ministry of Finance, May 2012, http://www.prsindia.
org/uploads/media/White%20Paper%20Black%20Money/WhitePaper_BackMoney2012.pdf
13
Aditi Shah and Swati Pandessy, “India’s Uphill Battle Against ‘Black Money’ in Real Estate,” Reuters,
November 2, 2012, http://in.reuters.com/article/india-blackmoneyrealestateidINDEE8AJ0GB20121120.
14
Prabhash K Dutta, “Demoneitsation: What India gained and lost”, India Today, August 30, 2018,
https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/Demonetization-what-india-gained-and-lost-1327502-2018-08-30
15
ROGOFF, KENNETH S., THE CURSE OF CASH: HOW LARGE-DENOMINATION BILLS AID CRIME AND T AX
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and PMGKY instilled fear in the minds of corporates. In FY15, total indirect tax collected
was Rs 5.46 lakh crore, which rose to Rs 7.11 lakh crore in FY16. It was reported at Rs 8.63
lakh crore. Scholars16 appear divided on this opinion. The majority is of the opinion that tax
collected should have shown a steep rise as promised as an outcome of Demonetization. But
it kept in compliance with the preceding trends only. The figures17 show no contrasting
change. In case of direct tax18 collected, there has been seen a steep rise to about the double
of preceding values. Scholars, with divided opinion on the issue say that the Goods and
Services Tax implemented in 2017 also acted against whatever that was expected out of
Demonetization.

No. of Taxpayer and Gross Tax Revenue Trends
20
15

10
5
0
2013-2014
No. of Taxpayers (in crores)

2015-2016

2017-2018

Gross Tax Revenue (in lac crores Rs.)

(3) Graph Chart: Change in tax payers base and gross tax revenue.
Note: Data collected through Newspapers and RBI reports.
c) Problem of Counterfeit Currency
It was further reported by RBI data, that increase in detection of counterfeit currency of the
demonetized denomination was seen. Compared to the previous years, there was an increase
of 35% in counterfeit notes detected in the denomination of Rs 100 and of 154.3% of Rs 50.
But it was also reported in Chauhan’s report19, that such fake notes amounted only to about
Rs. 400 crores. Hence, spending of Rs. 21,000 crores to recover this, doesn’t seem justifiable.
d) Digitisation of the Economy

EVASION AND CONSTRAIN MONETARY POLICY (PRINCETON, NJ: PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2016).
16
Neelkanth Mishra, “Vexing Taxing Problems,” Business Standard, January 2, 2017, http://www.businessstandard.com/article/opinion/neelkanth-mishra-vexing-taxing-problems-117010201247_1.html.
17
Mudit Kapoor, “Two years of Demonetization: What did the fight against Black Money achieve”, Business
Today, 8 November, 2018, https://www.businesstoday.in/current/economy-politics/what-has-pm-modi-done-tofight-black-money-an-explainer/story/280890.html
18
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, Income Tax Department Time Series Data Nancial Year 2000−01 to 2018−19,
Government of India’s Income Tax Department (2019), https://dbie.rbi.org.in/DBIE/dbie. rbi?site=home.
19
Rahul Tripathi, supra note 6.
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With Demonetization government set out to achieve a cashless and digitised 20 methods of
payments. In the light of above various online payment methods including Paytm, Google
pay, BHIM UPI app among others emerged. A study conducted by Micro Save21 found that
about 66% of the people surveyed were ready to permanently transit to online transaction as
medium provided enough equipment, connectivity, ease, awareness, availability, acceptance
and technological advancement.
The findings were also supported by RBI 22 and other agencies.

Change in Payment Methods
Mobile Wallets

31%

0%

69%

E-payments

50%

12%

Debit Cards

38%
55%

22%
23%

Cheques

41%

8%
0%

51%
10%

20%
Constant

30%

40%

Decrease

50%

60%

70%

80%

Increase

(4) Graph Chart: Change in payment methods. Note: Data from Micro Save Consultancy as cited.
e) Inclusion of Small Enterprise (Ease of doing Business)
The following graph depicts how India’s rank has been improving consistently in the World
Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Ranking 23 in which about 190 countries participated. The
steep improvement in ranking from 2016 can be said to be an offshoot of Demonetization. In
further year policies like GST and Make in India also help in bettering this index.

World Bank Ease of Doing Business Ranking
150

100
50
0
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

20

Crouzet, Nicolas, Apoorv Gupta, and Filippo Mezzanotti, Shocks and Technology Adoption: Evidence from
Electronic Payment Systems (2017), https://www.kellogg.northwestern.edu/faculty/ crouzet/html/papers/TechAd
option_latest.pdf.
21
MICRO SAVE CONSULTING, Digital Financial Services, (March 2017), https://www.findevgateway.org/
paper/2017/03/Demonetization-and-digitisation-diagnostic-study.
22
Maiti, S. S., From Cash to Non-cash and Cheque to Digital: The Unfolding Revolution in India’s Payment
Systems, Reserve Bank of India, https://m.rbi.org.in/Scripts/MSM_Mintstreetmemos7.aspx.
23
Arati Krishnan, “Behind India’s leap in ease of doing business”, The Hindu, November 11, 2019, https://ww
w.thehindu.com/business/Economy/behind-indias-leap-in-ease-of-doing-business/article25469900.ece
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(5) Line Chart: World Bank Ease of Doing Business Ranking Change.
Note: From World Bank Ranking as reported in newspapers.
f) Interest rates and Bank credit conditions
There has been a significantly huge impact on various banking variables due to
Demonetization. The rapid surge in liquidity because of the collection of money by banks led
to the decrease in interest24 rate following basic monetary policy principles. This is turn
affected the asset quality. Further, this affected the bond yield, whereby banks invest their
surplus money with the government. It was noted that they invested more than Rs 2 lakh
crore in six weeks since the note ban and yields crashed more than 60 bps (Basis Points) (1%
is 100 Basis Points) in November itself. Domestic credit rose steeply between OctoberDecember 2016. It started to ease out recording a slight dent in February 2017 but picked up
to a new high since July 2017. Similarly, Non-Food credit has also recorded an upward trend
since November-2016 while witnessing an 8.7 percent growth till February 2017. Demand
and Time deposits have been increasing since Demonetization. Demand deposits particularly
reached a staggering high of Rs. 12.95 trillion and after easing out for a short duration have
rebounded to the same level in September 2017.
g) Demonetization and Unemployment
According to an analysis by Azim Premji Research Institute based on data by CMIE-CPDX,
5 million25 lost their job between 2016 to 2018. The main reason given behind the same was
Demonetization. Consumer Pyramids Survey of the Centre for Monitoring the Indian
Economy (CMIE-CPDX) organized a survey to understand the employment situation
between 2016 and 2018. The result for latter is depicted in figure below. The CMIE-CPDX is
an ongoing nationally representative panel survey of around 160,000 households, conducted
every four months.

Fall in Average Labour Participation Rate
48%
46%
44%
42%
Jan 2016- Sept 2016

Nov 2016- April 2016

Gayatri Nayak,” Demonetization v. Interest rates”, Economic Times, 28th November 2018, https://economicti
mes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/learn-with-etmarkets-Demonetization-vs-interest-rates/articleshow/56
212959.cms?from=mdr.
25
Akshay Deshmane, “50 Lakh men lost their job after: Demonetization”, Huffingtonpost, 16 April, 2019,
https://www.huffingtonpost.in/entry/5-million-young-men-lost-their-jobs-after-Demonetizationreport_in_5cb5ad0ce4b0ffefe3b6aa3a.
24
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(6) Line Chart: Fall in Avg. Labour Participation Rate.
Note: Data from CMIE data.
h) GDP and Inflation
In the non-Demonetization quarter India’s GDP was pegged around at 9.37%, the highest in
the tenure of Modi government but then went on for a steep slump post Demonetization. The
GDP trend has been drafted below using data from various research data collected trends.

(7) Graph Chart: Change in GDP growth rate.
Note: From GDP predictions by RBI as reported by newspapers.
This fall in GDP growth is attributed to Demonetization. It is possible that growth in the nonDemonetization quarters, particularly the period April– September 2016, saw very rapid
economic growth that was partially undone by the negative effects of Demonetization during
the rest of the year.
Hence, following quarters since Demonetization witnessed a dip in Inflation26 which then
again picked up in later years. The second half of FY 2017-18 saw a growth in various
economic activities including industrial and sectorial (schemes like GST and Make in India)
adding to the increment with the improving figure of inflation. Headline inflation for the first
time crossed the RBI’s 4 percent target at a rate of 5.2 percent in December 2017. While not
yet back to its pre-Demonetization trend, rural demand, proxied by motor cycle sales, and
auto sales, also started recovering. Also, the immediate effect of Demonetization on real
estate economy has been significant, signs of the sector diverting back to high costs was
observed later on as construction sector picked up leading to overall rise in input cost.

Arun Kumar, International Journal of Research in Humanities & Soc. Sciences, “Demonetization and Its
Impact on Inflation, and Interest rate in Indian Economy”, Vol. 5, Issue: 3, ISSN:(P) 2347-5404 ISSN:(O)2320
771X, March 2017, http://www.raijmr.com/ijrhs/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/14_89-96-Arun-Kumar-et-al..pdf.
26
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i) Ordeals faced by Common Masses
Apart from impacting the economy on various factors including good and bad, the
Demonetization affected the daily life of common masses the most. This policy that was
announced suddenly without much preparation created chaos and confusion throughout the
nation. Long queues were seen outside ATMs, Banks etc due to the cash crunch. Digitisation
became a problem for some who were not very much tech-friendly. Politics ensued around
the issue. Business of various sectors were badly affected especially the unorganised sector.
Several deaths27 were also reported.

VII. LEGALITY OF THE DEMONETIZATION POLICY
Legality of Demonetization of 1946 and again 1978 was disputed on several grounds. Several
petitions were filed challenging the policy. PILs were also filed because the policy was said
to violate even the Fundamental Rights. Hence, the article also focuses on legal tools used for
the enforcement of these Demonetization policy including;
1. 1946: In here, the Ordinance through which Demonetization took place was challenged
on following three grounds. Firstly, questioning the RBI’s obligation of exchanging old
notes with the new ones. The case of JM D’souza v. RBI 28(1946) and Dominion of India
v. Manindra Land And Building Corporation Ltd. (1952)29, the same was decided.
Secondly, it dealt with the issue of Right to Property, which was then a FR. That was
decided in case of B. Ramlal v. State30. Thirdly, cases were also filed contesting the
temporary nature of Ordinance including Sridhar Achari v. Emperor31 and Hansraj Moolji
v. State of Bombay. 32
2. 1978: In this President promulgated High Denomination Bank Notes Ordinance 33 that
was issued in January 1978 but was repealed by another one issued in the month of
March. It dealt with the issue of RBI’s obligation of exchanging old notes with new ones
in the case of Bimaldevi v. Union of India 34. Further, cases were also filed under the
contention that the Demonetization policy violated Article 19(1)(f), Article 21 and Article

Express Web Desk, “Demonetization: 33 deaths since government scrapped Rs 500, Rs 1000 notes”, Indian
Express, 18 November, 2016, https://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-news-india/Demonetization-suicidesheart-attacks-and-even-a-murder-among-33-deaths-since-decision-4378135/.
28
JM D’souza v. RBI, (1946) 48 BOMLR 365.
29
Dominion of India v. Manindra Land and Building Corporation Ltd, AIR 1954 Cal 174.
30
B. Ramlal v. State, AIR 1954 All 758.
31
Sridhar Achari v. Emperor, AIR 1948 All 182.
32
Hansraj Moolji v. State of Bombay, 1957 SCR 634.
33
The High Denomination Bank Notes (Demonetization) Act, 1978, No. 11, Acts of Parliament, 1978 (India).
34
Bimaldevi v. Union of India, 1983 (4) DRJ 236.
27
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31 in cases including the likes of Bimaldevi v. Union of India and Jayantilal Ratanchand
Shah v. RBI.35
3. 2016: In 2016, different tools promulgating Demonetization included notifications by
MoF (Ministry of Finance) Gazette Notification and two other notification by RBI.
Further, it was later revealed through an RTI36 that RBI’s formal approval wasn’t taken
before Demonetization decision.

VIII. CONCLUSION
While experts and economists are still continue mulling 37 over the short v. the long-term
benefits of Demonetization, to conclude on the same is a very subjective task. The policy
clearly has several pros and cons; therefore, no final conclusion can be made on the same.
Longer term effects are still being studied and analyzed. On the one hand, Demonetization
helped increasing the tax base and also the digitization of Indian economic setup, but also it
should be acknowledged that people had to go through a lot of stress and problems. Lots of
people lost their jobs as above analysis suggests. Other cons include effect on inflation, GDP,
interest rates going down etc. The primary reason i.e. fighting the menace of Corruption and
Black wealth, also fell asunder on the ground about 99% of the total demonetized currency
was retrieved (while the Govt. was under the impression that there prevailed about 10% of
the Black Wealth, that would come back and hence relieving RBI of its liability). Also, think
about the cost incurred in printing of new notes and other activities ensued because of the
policy. The sudden implementation of the policy created confusion with regard to various
instructions and notifications. It also heavily reflected on the unpreparedness of the
Government. The fact that RBI’s formal approval wasn’t taken by the government before
Demonetization also disregard the respect of legislature on the autonomy institution such as
RBI. There are various lacunas that should be looked into. Furthermore, it was reported that
Reserve Bank of India had transferred Rs. 30,659 crores of its surplus to the government for
financial year 2016-17 (July-June), less than half of Rs. 65,876 crores, that it had transferred
in the previous year. It should also be noted that for the same year the estimated surplus 38 was
predicted at Rs. 58000 crores. Several reasons were given to justify this downfall.
35

Jayantilal Ratanchand Shah v. RBI, JT 1996 (7).
Anupama Singh, “Demonetization: Modi didn’t wait for RBI’s decision”, Deccan Herald, 11 March, 2019,
https://www.deccanherald.com/national/modi-did-not-wait-for-rbis-decision-before-announcingDemonetization-rbi-minutes-722512.html.
37
V. Anantha Nageswaran and Gulzar Natarajan, India’s Post-Demonetization Policy Agenda, Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace (2017), https://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep12864.
38
Anup Roy, “Demonetization effect: RBI's dividend to govt halves to Rs 30,659 crore”, Business Standard, 11
August, 2017, https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/Demonetization-effect-rbi-s-dividend
-to- govt-halves-to-rs-30-659-crore-117081001540_1.html
36
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Nonetheless, Demonetization remains one of the primary reasons being cited. This
concomitantly affected the fiscal deficit for the year. Drawing a conclusion on this, one can
say that the policy wasn’t much needed. But we are still to see the long-term effects of the
same.
Economic scholars39 across the country remained divided on Demonetization. Some of the
comments include;
Amartya Sen, “The Demonetization of currency was a despotic act as the government broke
the promise of compensation that comes with a promissory note. Demonetization goes
against trust. It undermines the trust of entire economy."
Kaushik Basu, “But it was poorly designed, with scant attention paid to the laws of the
market, and it is likely to fail.”
Manmohan Singh, “monumental mismanagement, that might bring GDP down by 2 per
cent”.
Arvind Virman, “Demonetization is a useful method of flushing out black money.”
Surjit Bhalla, “Demonetization is a bold step, bigger than GST.”
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